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schedule, and I do not want a hearing. If I choose this
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Defensive Driving School (DDS) is a court administered
program which presents traffic safety classes through
court certified commercial schools. Attending DDS
allows you to get one eligible violation dismissed.
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What are the benefits?
-- No points are assessed to your motor vehicle
record
-- Your insurance rate does not go up
-- You will learn valuable traffic information, driving
techniques and laws
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Some details:
-- You may only attend DDS for one eligible violation
every 24 months (violation date to violation
date)
-- You may not attend DDS if you have a Commercial
Driver’s license (this is the case even if you
Were not driving a commercial vehicle when
cited)
-- You are not eligible if the violation resulted in death
or serious physical injury.
-- You must schedule DDS at least 7 days before the
appearance date on your citation. You must call
the court at (928) 428-1210 to notify the Clerk of
your date to attend DDS. You must complete
the course within 30 days of your appearance
date.
-- DDS will cost between $155 and $255.
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What violations are eligible for DDS?
-- The violations that are eligible are denoted in the
Bond/Fine Schedule in bold.
-- On violations of 28-701.02 the court will give
permission for you to attend DDS if you are
otherwise eligible and your speed was no more
than 24 miles per hour over the speed limit.
Thus 89 in a 65 zone is eligible. 90 in a 65 is
not.
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I don’t think I am responsible for the violation the officer
cited me for. Can I have a hearing before a judge and
then go to DDS later if I lose?
-- No. You may ask for a hearing or attend DDS but
you cannot do both.
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For more information about DDS or on DDS providers
call 1-888-334-5565 or consult the Supreme Court’s
Website: www.azdrive.com
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